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About This Game

Max: The Curse of Brotherhood is a cinematic adventure filled with action-packed platforming and creative puzzle-solving.
Armed with only a Magic Marker, Max must confront evil at every turn in a hostile and fantastical world in order to save his kid

brother, Felix. Join Max on his great adventure!
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Title: Max: The Curse of Brotherhood
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Press Play
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 21 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or newer

Processor: Dual-Core 1.6 ghz / AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.0ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX(r) compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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The age of wonders series has been with me ever since the games came in store and i still love them. Everyone that likes turn
based strategy mixed with rpg elements, a great balance and excellent AI support should play this game ( Haters who think this
takes to long, IT IS ALSO PLAYABLE THROUGH MAIL !!!! ). even after a decade. The physics are absolutely awesome.
Cant complain about the graphics either. May be out dated to the modern games. But still a peace of art in its time.. First off;
I've been playing this game much more than my playtime on Steam (played the standalone version until now).

This RTS lays close to my heart. I've been playing all the iterations (Machines at War and Land Air Sea Warfare), and I've been
loving every one of them. It's by far the most pure RTS experience I've been able to get my hands on. It's not to complex to get
into, yet has the depth that keeps me interested. Every playthrough can be different - depending on whatever strategy you
choose - through a reasonable amount of units (of all types, land, air, sea, sub, mega units) and quite a good variety of research
options. The research options can be a generic +25% damage or sight, or a more game changing one that unlocks end-game
units.

Although I mostly enjoy the multiplayer and skirmish gamemodes, I find the campaign completly satisfactory. The story in
itself is nothing to write home about, but that's not what this game is about. The campaign is not just a quick skirmish with
increased difficulty, but rather a new experience that requires you to do different set of missions. They're fun and absolutely
worth the value of this game!

But the great fun in this game, for me, is the skirmish. I've been playing with my little brother and we're having a lot of fun. It's
fast paced and usually a race to the Black Widows... because they're annoying as hell if you're not prepared for them. ;-)

The units are both unique and some of them "classic", as you'd expect. I love the mega units altough they can be quite hard to
acheive on a multiplayer game, but that's all about the strategy. Nukes are the even more fun, and frustrating for your opponent
of course. But all the über-units in this game has a opponent unit or defensive building, so this game is not unfair by any
measure. I especially love the "wasp" type air units as they're cheap, effective and a nuance for the opponent.

All in all; I really recommend this game. A great, waterproof RTS with a great value.. I just jumped in to check it out.

Here is what I have to say to those who said
" Why did I buy it?"

***This is not a game for CASUALS***
***I REPEAT THIS IS NOT A GAME FOR CASUALS.***
Just like some other guy said this is Space Dark Souls.
No hand holding no bottle feeding.

This has the most accurate simulation of Zero-G Physics I've ever seen. You actually float and hit the wall and respond
accordingly, my brain feels good.

I will update as I spend some time in the game for now just wanted to clarify that you shoudn't waste your hard earned 6$ in this
game if your expecting something easy.

Or you know...just use EZ Mode. Filthy casuals.. I picked this game up during one of Steams sale events. This was an impulse
buy as I did no research on this particular game. Had I done so, I would ahve found out that this game is an online multiplayer
game to that of which the multiplaying community is dead. I am sure I did not spend a lot of money on this game, but still was a
little let down to see that it was dead.
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The graphics are nice and the gameplay mechanics seemmed fine. I wish I could offer up a little more information on this
product. Hoever, it really doesn't matter... the community for this game is dead. The only reason to pick this game up is if you
and your friends would liek to play it as part of a LAN party or you have all the games you could want and want to blow money
so now you are just adding games to grow your Steam collection.. If i could actually play the game i'd give it an actual review,
but it seems that i CANNOT figure out how the key bindings work, it'd be great if in game there was that option to play around
with it and test if they are to your liking,
is a gamepad mandatory?. It's slow af and it crashes when you try to change the settings. Not Reccomended.. This Game Is what
I always hoped a TRUE early access game should be the gameplay is solid (a mix between freelancer and the X series,) the story
whilst mostly incomplete was very enjoyable.

My only want is for more ships and weapon types but whats here is enough

Finally the dice roll system for judging if you pass checks is pretty cool (you can't be ultra Swave Commander Shepard) well
you can but it won't always work.

If you Like space sims give it a good shot its worth it in my mind.

10\/Orange Juice. I love playing this game but way too many crashes. Never know if its going to a hour or 5 minutes. Extremely
disappointed.. \u00abMolten Armor\u00bb

Hardcore tower defence with great soundtrack and many different levels which requires different strategies and planning.
Graphic is so-so, but it doesn't matter that much in TD. Gameplay is challenging and enjoyable - Molten Armor is a great game
for hardcore TDs fans.
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Great game lots of cool weapons and idea, well put together. but i beat it in 4 hours.....not enough content for $25. All 3 Retro
Fantasy music packs are so far so good. Keep up the good work, Mr. Stuedler. Might wanna consider adding sound effects soon,
but still. Keep up the good work.. idk what to do
. Relaxing maze style gameplay with intermittent puzzles (with pieces, like of a picture) that you have to do.
Priced about right and functional.
I probably won't play more but it might be someone's cup of tea.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=l5pnCexpDk8. read one of negative reviews i got nothing to say.... If you love alchemy
and loot, this is your game. If you are a perfectionist that loves getting things juuuust right, then this will give you hours and
hours of entertaining recipes to perfect.

Their alchemy mini game is flawless, with increasing degrees of complexity as you bump your personal alchemy level and the
level of your Atelier - your alchemy shop. I say "mini", but really it's the core of the game, around which everything was built to
prop it up - and it's hella addictive.

If you're like me, and you maxed out your Smithing, Enchanting, and Alchemy trees in Skyrim in pursuit of the "ultimate"
items, then I present to you Atelier.

You're welcome.. Ted McGay is best naut ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). Its like megaman but less good.
probably worht the 3 dollars or whatever 10/10. Well done point and click game especially with such minimal graphics, not
necessarily bad just minimal. Areas were easy but not boring to maneuver around. Only was stumped once with how to unlock
an area. The quest log was mostly not needed and it was hard to sometimes remember where certain areas were. The simplistic
but effective jump scares had me holding my breath each time I walked into the next room, whether I had already explored it or
not which made it beneficial to not just fast travel to every room. The endings were all fairly similar and anitclimactic and left
me wanting more. I only paid 59 cents so the game was more then worth it. I only put in a 2.3 hours including getting all the
ending so I wouldn't have wanted to pay much more, but I don't feel like the full price of the game is too bad either, but that
being said GET IT ON SALE :p
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